Common Core Approved Pornography

The Bluest Eye is on the Common Core’s list of exemplar texts for 11th graders and is highly recommended reading. This book is just one of many books of concern on the reading list for the anti-Christian and anti-American values.

This one contains extremely explicit sex scenes describing incest, rape, and pedophilia. The defenders of this book say “… the actual demographic of students reading this book, right around age 16 and 17, are no strangers to the public world of sex. In reality, many of them are beginning to have their own sexual experience right around ages 16-18. To deny them intellectual and challenging literature because the traditional community is too uncomfortable with taboo subjects like pedophilia and incest only deprives that student of understanding the deeper emotional and psychological complexities behind the taboo.”

Parents may be surprised to learn that public education does not promote abstinence until marriage but rather how to have safe sex at any age.

What are they planning in D.C.?

The Federal Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
S. 1094: Strengthening America’s Schools Act of 2013

An amendment in this bill by Senator Al Franken is sneakng homosexual education into public schools, forcing mandatory pro-gay lectures upon all public school children, even kindergarteners.

Al Franken claims the intent is “to stop bullying of LGBT students.”

A better title for this amendment would be "No Child Left Unmolested" because it mandates a pro-homosexual federal curricula for all public schools, and defunds any school that resists.

This deceptive campaign will force Christian educators to teach that there is “no right or wrong” and removes power from parents as it bullies children to reject their parent’s religious beliefs.

Threatening the loss of funding to school districts that refuse to teach young children about sexual lifestyles breaks the local control over curriculum that is granted by the constitution.

Operation Jericho is a project of Citizens United for Responsible Education. The mission is to encourage pastors to raise awareness with the parents in their congregations about what their children are exposed to every day due to the influence of the federal government. The information in this brochure is documented at: www.OperationJerichoProject.com

How Public Education Sexualizes Our Children

Replacing classroom instruction of the “3 Rs” with the Sex Ed Agenda starting in Kindergarten
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Our government has determined THEY know best about what our children should learn about sex and when they should learn it.

Train up a child in the way he should go….
Proverbs 22:6

“IT’S PERFECTLY NORMAL” is a textbook that is currently being used in our public schools for 10-year-olds.

Promoted and administered by Planned Parenthood, this is the mandated Sex Ed curriculum aligned to the Common Core state standards.

Sex Ed courses which also include teaching of alternate sexual lifestyles are already MANDATED in some states and parents are NOT ALLOWED to opt out.